June 2020
Dear Parents & Carers
RE: Virtual Carey Camp
I hope this letter finds you all well.
Year 5 may not be in school at the moment but we don’t want to let that stop us enjoying the experiences and
pleasures of what Carey Camp has to offer. We are planning some activities for the days we were due to be
going which any of the Year 5 pupils can get involved in: 8th-10th July.
The activities that we will be able to try at home are:
●
●
●
●
●
●

Making our own tents to sleep in within our homes
Archery - with a ball and targets on the ground
Tunnelling - through chairs and with a blanket over them to darken the way
Environmental Art - using what you can find around the house or garden to create a picture
Shelter Building - using what you have around the home or garden and a blanket
Talent Show at the Campfire - learn a song, tell a joke, do a dance and share it on a video to send to the class

These could involve some movement within your home or your child’s room and we just wanted to give you plenty
of notice so that you can either prepare for or decide which activities would be feasible in your situation. We have
tried to make them as straightforward as possible.
Each day, in the Google Classroom, we will upload an assignment with videos or slideshows of what the children
will be doing. We’d like to incorporate the bedtime experience into this too, so some activities are designed to
take place in the early evening. We have also attached a menu of what we would have been eating so that you
can provide this for your child if you wish. The staff at Carey Camp have also provided a menu for the pizza they
make and for the cracknell pudding. We will be uploading these to the Google Classroom for you to look at. Both
Mr Ekers and Mrs Watson will be eating what was due to be on the menu and sleeping in our tents.
Whilst it is really disappointing that we cannot be there in body, we can try to be there in spirit.
Kind regards and we look forward to happy camping.
Mrs Watson & Mr Ekers
Year 5 Teachers

